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Superb reproductions represent over 30 years of great surrealist's career: The Basket of Bread,

Disappearing Bust of Voltaire, The Ghost of Vermeer of Delft Which Can Be Used as a Table, The

Disintegration of the Persistence of Memory, The Discovery of America by Christopher Columbus,

and 19 more. Introduction. Notes. Captions.
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I love these! For the price and variety these are a great find! I was visiting the Dali museum and

wanted to have my post cards preaddressed and ready to send while I was on vacation. This book

was perfect! I was able to enjoy the museum and drop these in a mail box on our way back

home.The only down side is that they are in a book form and need torn apart. I prefer loose

individual cards, but these separated with ease and didn't rip or tear like some of the books I've

purchased before.Buying it ahead of time also helped me save money - these were several dollars

more expensive at the gift shop.

I was worried what I would be getting after reading some of the other reviews. When it arrived I was

very please to find that it was just what I wanted and expected. It is a "booklet" with post-cards, four

to a page. The perforations make it very easy to cleanly separate them. The card stock paper is this

and quality. I am also happy with the selection of artwork on the 24 cards (no repeats). These are

great for sending to people to let them know you are thinking of them. AND what a great price!



Took some of the cards apart placed them in frames and now have beautiful wall art.

These cards are nice but there is quite a bit of white outline on many of them. Because they are

already small postcards, I find the outline matte distracting from the art. There are also too many

perforated edges because they come out of a full size book. I really didn't care for that. The art is

lovely, but I would not buy these particular cards again.

I loved these postcards, and the people I've sent them to loved them as well!

I was hoping to use these are decoration in my Spanish classroom. The actual cards are smaller

than I expected, which is disappointing, but it's my fault as I overlooked the specs. However, the

cards are beautiful. The colors are bold and the quality of the cards is very good. The paper is good

stock, very sturdy, although I do plan on laminating them, just in case.

Beautiful cards. It will make a wonderful gift. Price was right. Thank you!! colorful, properly wrapped,

very pretty and wonderful.

These are perfect and just what I was looking for.
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